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Presidents Report 

Welcome to the first newsletter of 2021. I hope everyone was able to have 

some sort of break over the Christmas period. Whilst it was nice for my family 

and I to get away to the Coast over the holidays, it certainly does feel a very 

distant memory now. I am sure many can relate. 

Over the holiday period marked 10 years since the horrific Grantham floods. It 

certainly doesn’t feel like 10 years have passed and I can still remember what I 

was doing when the call came across the region that Grantham was about to go 

under water. The views of Grantham from behind the water tower on Cochrane 

street was hard to comprehend at the time. The “Inland Tsunami” as it was called, quickly engulfed the 

township. Sadly, lives were lost, and many others had their world turned on its head. The leadership shown 

by then Mayor Steve Jones and his team, gave people hope as they began the rebuild. 10 years on I hope all 

those affected have been able to rebuild their lives. 

Getting around the various growing regions of Southern Queensland, it is hard to comprehend that we have 

gone through another Summer season and received well below our average annual rainfall. As the map 

below (Dec 2017 to Feb 2021) shows, the rainfall deficit in Southern Queensland stretched well beyond the 

last 12 months.  

Is enough being made of this? I am a regular listener to ABC, talkback and the likes as I drive around the 

region. I am not hearing enough about this disaster that is happening before us. Yes, we are receiving plenty 

of media attention due to Covid issues, labour shortages, outbreak in insect pests and the likes but not near 

enough on solving our ongoing water issues. Whilst I continue to support all involved who are working 

tirelessly to put together the plan for water out of Wivenhoe, we need an increased presence from State and 

Federal Government to make this happen. We need certainty that in times like these, there will be water to 

deliver.               (Continued page 5) 
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(Continued from previous page)   We need certainty that growers will not be imposed unrealistic 

water charges when water is not being delivered. To me it seems our Politicians are hoping this problem just 

goes away. “The next flood will solve the problem” or “Don’t worry about the Lockyer, they just keep 

pressing the button on the pumps and water will come out”. Well sadly, the water has run out. You could 

hardly expect anything less when it hasn’t rained since 2013.  

On a brighter note, it was great to see everyone a few weeks ago at our first Grower BBQ for the year. Thank 

you to Zara for organizing the event at the Butter Factory in Grantham. We all agreed it was a wonderful 

venue to host the event and I am sure we will be back there again in the future. Yes, most of the 

conversations centered around the weather and poor prices at the moment, but would you expect anything 

less!! 

Preparations for the Lockyer Valley Growers Expo are well underway. The various representatives from the 

vegetable seed companies have been busy seeding trials for their displays, with the first plants going in the 

ground in the last week of February. The event, being held on the 6th/7th of June, is sure to be a great 

spectacle for the district. Being held in collaboration with Ausveg’s Hort Connections conference in Brisbane, 

visitors from around Australia will hopefully be able to attend what is sure to be a fantastic event. A big 

thank you to our organizing committee for giving up their time to make this happen. 

Until next time, 

Michael 
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No more stinking salt 

The Lockyer Valley horticulture area is in the grip of drought. Low rainfall has been the order of the day going on 4 years now. 

This is having a major impact on soil health. As the rainfall reduces the reliance on bore water increases. It’s like a double 

down. Less fresh water from rain above to leach the salts that come from the bore water, and less surface water to 

supplement the bore water. These factors lead to several issues. If the bore water is high in total dissolved salts and 

carbonates, we can see an increase dispersive soils, increasing soil EC, and calcium deficiencies in the crops. All these lead to a 

reduction in water use efficiency, crop yields and quality. 

The creation of dispersive soils as seen in figure 5. 

means the soils crust and water infiltration is reduced. 

The accepted way to fix sodic soils is the addition of 

calcium as calcium sulphate (gypsum) this will force the 

sodium out and allow the soil particles to form 

aggregates. This can be seen in figure 4. Thus, improving 

water infiltration and allowing leaching of the salts. 

There are several Gypsum products and you should 

discuss with your agronomist the most suitable form for 

the job. EzyFlow Nano Gypsum from Loveland is super 

fine liquid formulation designed to go through drip tape 

irrigation systems for precise and fast acting results.  

Figure 5 
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The introduction of saline water can also increase the EC of the soil. This 

can create a toxic environment for the plant, root tip burn, foliage burn 

and ultimately depending on the species yield potential penalty. This can 

be seen in figure 1 shows, an onion crop at Gatton that was treated with 

Black Ultra. Figure 2 shows that the genetic potential is reduced straight 

away in increased soil EC conditions. There are no silver bullets to the 

fixing saline soils for crop production. Fresh non saline water is the best, 

RAIN. But when this isn’t on the horizon the addition of organic matter is 

critical, compost or green manure are some good options here. Loveland 

has a lehnerite based product called Black Ultra, this has been trialed and 

used to successfully buffer the effects of saline water in crop production.  

Sodium is a macro element that is critical to the plant. 

Sodium can disrupt the uptake of potassium, we have seen 

the use of foliar LoKomotive, potassium acetate solution, to 

be useful in the later stages of the crop. Figure 3 shows two 

crops of Gatton onions one treated with Black Ultra and 

LoKomotive and the other is grower standard practice.  

The introduction of carbonates to the soil via irrigation 

water also causes problems. The carbonates tie up a lot of 

nutrients the plant needs. A critical one is calcium. The 

exchangeable calcium is rendered unavailable to the soil 

and plant when turned into insoluble calcium carbonate 

(limestone). This can exacerbate sodicity and cause calcium 

deficiencies in the plant. The solution to managing 

carbonates is to acidify the water.  

Talk to your Nutrien agronomist to discuss the benefits of 

these products in your nutrition program or conduct an 

irrigation water test and assessment to advise available 

treatment options. 
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If It's Genuine, The Quality Is Guaranteed 
 
Only genuine Case IH parts were made for your machine and designed to help main-

tain peak performance. From crucial wear parts to everyday maintenance products such 

as filters and oil, everything you put in your machine matters. For better performance 

and peace of mind, go with the only parts designed by the engineers who know your ma-

chine better than anyone. Case IH genuine parts are designed and manufactured to 

meet strict engineering standards, backed by warranty. 

 

Case IH Australia holds an inventory of over 150,000 genuine parts, with the ability to 

rebuild your entire machine from scratch. Parts are sourced nationally and international-

ly, with fast and reliable delivery to get your machine back in the paddock. 

Trust your local Case IH dealer, Agricultural Requirements - they're here to help you with 

expert advice, a wide variety of parts and the technical expertise to keep your machinery 

operating at peak performance. 

Call in and talk to the experienced spare parts team at 

Agricultural Requirements 

75 Crescent Street, Gatton, Qld. 

07 54680000 or sales@agrequirements.com.au 
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For further information 

Charles Grimes 

In its 2nd year of commercial introduction, “Manuella” brown onion is an exciting new 

product for Terranova Seeds. Ideally suited to sowing from 1st week of May through to 

10th May, Manuella has a definite yield advantage over its competitors. With superior 

tolerance to downy mildew and herbicide applications, Manuella is showing to be very 

grower friendly under all conditions including medium to high pink root pressure. The 

variety has impressive early vigour, exhibiting  very upright blue green foliage. Maturity 

falls just slightly later than Copperhead but has very good bolting tolerance. Bulb     

quality is very good for an early brown onion with good storage ability. 

Seed will be limited for 2021 sales. Growers are advised to let their local distributor 

know their requirements as soon as possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0429 913 873 or Charles.grimes@tnseeds.com 

What’s new in Onions 
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Australian Plant Breeding -  

Australian Growing conditions and Australian Grower focus 

It’s not commonly known but Australis Seed Company quietly started to 

breed several vegetable species some 8 years ago in Australia and is now 

just starting to see the results with the release of several products into 

the Australian market. Breeding programs include lettuce: baby leaf 

greens, kale and honeydew as well as rockmelon.  It’s been years of work, 

selection, investment and excitement as we have witnessed the 

development and progression of a now significant assortment. 

The Gatton Growers’ Expo will be an ideal 

location for growers to view a range of 

products that have been essentially selected by growers for 

growers – this approach we feel best suits out particular 

market. 

South Pacific Seeds will be distributing our lettuce and baby 

leaf products while we concentrate on breeding and 

production. At the Gatton expo you will see products that 

SPS has already selected and a range of new material that is 

close to release – this will give growers an opportunity to let 

us know what they think and want from future breeding.  

We are small and agile and have the capacity to develop items that are unique: we have 

already been using breeding techniques that are not being used by larger breeding 

companies. These techniques have enabled us to produce improved characteristics that 

favor the grower.  

In our Baby Leaf segment we have endeavored to improve standard lines such 

as Pak Choi, Mizuna and leaf mustards.  In this process we have been using 

breeding methods not normally used for these species with some excellent 

results. The new Mizuna range in green and red, with various leaf shapes is 

being patented and will be supplied as open pollenated highly uniform lines that 

offer thicker leaf (product weight) and shelf life than standards. These lines are 

clearly focused on growers and end users to get the best possible yield to quality 

ratio. The Gatton Growers expo will be the first opportunity for Australis to 

showcase to growers what Australian innovation is all about. 

 

                                                                                                                                             

For More information contact Jan Westra van Holthe on 0439 386 331 
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Seminis portfolio diversity, on show at the Lockyer Valley Growers Expo 2021  

 

Visitors to the Seminis exhibitor plot at the Lockyer Valley Growers Expo 2021 will see commercial and 

pipeline material from across key portfolios including Broccoli, Cauliflower, Spinach, Cabbage as well as new 

arrivals in Carrots.  

With first sowings completed in late January, 

momentum is building towards an outstanding 

demonstration of the Seminis portfolio at this 

year’s event. Visitors will get to walk through 

crops adapted to the South East Queensland 

winter growing windows.  The Seminis team 

are also working hard behind the scenes, to 

bring produce from out-of-season crops to 

showcase at the event.  

New Bayer Vegetables Commercial Lead for 

Australia and New Zealand Darren Wood, said 

the timing of the field day to support Hort 

Connections makes it a fantastic opportunity to demonstrate the best of Seminis’ brassica and leafy 

portfolios as well as other crops grown around the region, such as protected peppers, tomatoes and 

sweetcorn.  

“Hort Connections is going to attract a wide range of interested growers and industry partners, so it makes 

sense that we would look to find ways to offer attendees the chance to walk through in-season crops and 

have conversations around other products not grown at that time.  

“To do that, we are working with key collaborators in different parts of the country, where those varieties 

are in their growing seasons, to have produce ready and brought down to our demonstration site. This way, 

growers can see fruit and learn more about the new material, ready for when these varieties come into the 

suitable slot in South East Queensland,” Darren said.  

Darren also said Seminis carrot varieties are showing good performance in trials and will be available at the 

Field Day. “We have started seeing early success in our carrot trials across Australia, which is an exciting 

development for us,” he said.  

In addition to vegetable seeds products, Bayer crop protection will also be on hand to discuss chemistry 

options and formulations such as Velum® and Movento®.  

Darren said there is every reason for the whole industry to turn out and support the field day this year.  

“We all know the 2020 story – between droughts, labour shortages, fires and pandemics the industry has 

been hit hard.  

“At Bayer, we’re proud to support the Lockyer Valley Growers Association as a demonstrator at this great 

event. We look forward to seeing everyone there,” Darren said.  
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Enza Zaden – A Multi-Local Breeding Company 

 

Enza Zaden is a family-owned vegetable breeding company, founded in 1938. Growing from a 
small seed shop in the Netherlands to now actively breeding high quality hybrid vegetables across 
25 countries, with research stations in Australia and New Zealand. This growth has been achieved 
through our Multi-Local approach, which is based on local, technical, teams engaging with their 
markets to better understand the local requirements, respond quickly to challenges and look for 
innovative opportunities to grow with our customers. These teams are backed by a global support 
network, including the breeders, seed production teams, etc.  

 

The Lockyer Valley and Queensland is supported and serviced by the local team displayed below. 
We are seeking to build our working relationship with new and existing growers, finding ways to add 
value for our customers.   

 

Enza Zaden has been active in Australia for more than 20 years, providing 
world-class vegetable seeds through local distribution partners South Pacific 
Seeds (SPS) and Terranova Seeds. Enza Zaden’s move, in 2020, towards 
direct sales in Australia has focused on Leafy Vegetables and Glasshouse 
Crops. Part of this change involved the establishment of a warehouse and 
sales office in Melbourne (photo on left) to improve our ability to supply 
products quickly and efficiently. The main products that we are now selling 

direct include Iceberg, Cos, Eazyleaf Lettuce, Spinach and Rocket. Our breeding and screening 
work in Australia is looking to improve on our many existing varieties like: Roundhouse; Liston; Elf; 
Skilton and Acadia. Terranova and SPS remain strong partners in the development and supply of 
our other products.  

 

Also, our Australian website has been launched recently and can be found at:                            
https://www.enzazaden.com/aus/ . This site showcases all our local varieties as well as Enza Zaden 
local and global news and information. 
 

Kurt Robertson 

Senior Sales Representative 

David Jensen 

Product Specialist – All Crops 

Jason Job 

Senior Product Specialist – Brassicas, 
Onions, Pumpkins 

https://www.enzazaden.com/aus/
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Department of Agriculture and Fisheries Update 

Article by Julie O’halloran, DAF 

 

Fall Army Worm (FAW) / Serpentine Leafminer (SLM) 

John Duff, Senior Plant Protectionist at DAF, Gatton is leading the SEQ response to both SLM & FAW for vegetables and 
is a local point of contact for growers/agronomists regarding these pests. John’s work on these pests will primarily be 
in the areas of parasitoid beneficials and chemical  

 

Fall Army Worm (FAW) 
• John is currently monitoring FAW numbers through 

pheromone traps at 3 locations in the region. Four different 
pheromone lures are being assessed to see which one 
attracts the most number of FAW moths and the least 
number of other moths such as Helicoverpa and False Army 
worm. 

• Monitoring with some pheromones is trapping over 800 
FAW moths in 1 week depending on the lure being used. 

• An unsprayed planting at Gatton Research Facility (GRF) is 
currently being monitored for parasitism rates in FAW eggs 
and larvae. 

• A FAW colony is being established in the laboratory at GRF 
for lab based parasitism work using larvae and egg masses. 

• A spray regime trial will commence in March 2021 at GRF 
looking at best bet options for management of FAW using 
chemicals, beneficial insects and other novel options. 

• DAF has received APVMA approval to import Fawligen®, a virus based biopesticide which targets FAW, to begin 
the process of testing Fawligen® prior to the product being made available to industry.  

• See link to ABC Rural interview by DAF Entomologist Dr Ian Newton  FAW: no-silver-bullet-but-biopesticides-
shaping-as-key-weapons 

 

Serpentine Leafminer (SLM) 
• DAF Gatton is currently monitoring for SLM using yellow sticky traps in the Fassifern Valley. 
• Green bean plants are currently being established as a host of SLM. 
• Commercial crops were sampled in late 2020 to monitor for parasitism levels. 
• DAF has submitted project proposal to Hort Innovation for work on SLM with a range of project partners 

including Cesar, AUSVEG and NSW DPI.  
• DAF urge growers and agronomists to report suspected SLM by calling the DAF Call Centre on 132523. 
• With cooler weather as Autumn approaches, populations of SLM are likely to be more prevalent and build up as 

heat can cause population decline. 

 

Diamondback moth fieldwork from 2020 

DAF established DBM field trials in 2020 to look at a range of IPM management options and assess how effective they 
might be in management of DBM over three plantings of broccoli. These included:  

• buckwheat as a beneficial nursery,  
• multiple releases of DBM and aphid parasitoids 
• a barbarea dead end trap crop (2 species),  
• a range of Smart insect traps and 
• emerging ‘soft’ chemical options e.g. Sero-x and  AzaMax/Bt mix 

 
The extent to which some of these practices could be assessed was limited by the very low pressure of DBM evident in 
the GRF site.              (Continued page 17) 

https://www.abc.net.au/radio/programs/qld-country-hour/no-silver-bullet-but-biopesticides-shaping-as-key-weapon-against/13165030
https://www.abc.net.au/radio/programs/qld-country-hour/no-silver-bullet-but-biopesticides-shaping-as-key-weapon-against/13165030
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(Continued from page 16— Department of Agriculture and Fisheries Update) 

Covid-19 restrictions limited field walk events, however, DAF did put together a series of short Youtube videos which 
were sent out via text message to brassica growers in the Lockyer. 

• DBM introduction https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4sSL2XP_9M  

• Buckwheat nursery crop https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Q3dTVf8o2o  

• Smart traps https://youtu.be/Z3IQE681gH4 

• Zappa traps https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaRUjTxaKFw  

• Beneficials and DBM https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EoB1gXeyQA  

 

The smart insect traps used in this field work included iScout, SmartTrap and Zappa traps. 

Zappa traps are a light trap and so DO NOT selectively target any one insect so can capture anything attracted to light. 
Larger insects tend to be merely stunned rather than killed so could need some sort addition control measure. 

In theory the smart traps should be effective. iScout and SmartTrap are pheromone based traps that use sticky papers 
to trap the pests. They contain an inbuilt camera which captures images of the sticky sheets which are accessible via 
specific apps and in the case of the SmartTrap are linked to algorithms that identify and cumulatively count the target 
pest species captured in the traps. 

The sticky papers used by each of these smart traps are slightly different with the iScout being slightly more difficult to 
change.  The target pest identification algorithms had some issues in detecting DBM but with further calibration and 
higher pressure would be improved. For pests such as FAW where in some cases you physically need to handle moths 
to be able to see identifying characteristics then these traps might have some limitations. 

The low insect pressure limited the assessment of the chemical options. One anecdotal observation was that thrips 
declined with Sero-X. 

Advanced Weather Network 

DAF have partnered with Telstra, BoM and CSIRO to roll out 50 weather stations 
across the Lockyer Valley, the eastern Darling Downs and Granite Belt. It is a pilot 
project that mostly uses Telstra locations to site the weather station with BoM 
ensuring the quality of the data through the TPAWS programme. Growers will be 
able to access the data from this network of weather stations for better 
forecasting. Some stations will be located on grower properties and if the pilot is 
successful a national rollout is expected. Five sites have been completed so far, 
with the remainder expected to be working by mid-March. The map below shows 
the potential location of sites. The pilot will run for approximately 18 months. For 
more information please contact Neil White 0423 783 742 
 

 

LoRaWAN network at GRF 

The Gatton Research Facility has been setup with LoRaWAN coverage, a long range, low power network that allows 
battery operated sensors to be placed anywhere within coverage (up to 25km) and report data back to the farm 
manager for improved decision making.  Researchers and other site users are able to install sensors such as 
temperature, humidity, weather stations, water level sensors, soil moisture meters etc, and connect them to the 
network, without the need for ongoing data or SIM card costs. By sending the data through to the internet, users are 
able to display data on a dashboard, send alerts and warnings, turn things on and off remotely and check on 
conditions without having to set foot in paddock. For more info on LoRaWan or connecting to the DAF network please 
contact Julie O’Halloran 0409 054 263. 

New DAF positions at Gatton 

You’ll see two new DAF Gatton positions commence in early 2021. They are both permanent senior positions and will 

focus on Protected Cropping and Post -harvest /supply vegetables. These new roles will work with DAFs Principal 

Horticulturist (Post-harvest) researcher Dr Daryl Joyce who is also based at the facility. If you are interested domestic 

and export supply chain management please contact Daryl Joyce 0428867804. 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3DF4sSL2XP-5F9M&d=DwMFaQ&c=tpTxelpKGw9ZbZ5Dlo0lybSxHDHIiYjksG4icXfalgk&r=XwP-ss9gipoauGHmh1SeA6wPWVILyGvzvA_oCO7DY1o&m=mqmnBn876bcDWV5xMAZJyxgh-UBBT0t5FUryx7lhvRc&s=6bGBm2J4e_oqQD3
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3D4Q3dTVf8o2o&d=DwMFaQ&c=tpTxelpKGw9ZbZ5Dlo0lybSxHDHIiYjksG4icXfalgk&r=XwP-ss9gipoauGHmh1SeA6wPWVILyGvzvA_oCO7DY1o&m=mqmnBn876bcDWV5xMAZJyxgh-UBBT0t5FUryx7lhvRc&s=xWX8I81nAMZVYn-cf
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_Z3IQE681gH4&d=DwMFaQ&c=tpTxelpKGw9ZbZ5Dlo0lybSxHDHIiYjksG4icXfalgk&r=XwP-ss9gipoauGHmh1SeA6wPWVILyGvzvA_oCO7DY1o&m=mqmnBn876bcDWV5xMAZJyxgh-UBBT0t5FUryx7lhvRc&s=7ZWn0xdbUh5SuNDGKDQqglwlMmzswVOSGjrz
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3DvaRUjTxaKFw&d=DwMFaQ&c=tpTxelpKGw9ZbZ5Dlo0lybSxHDHIiYjksG4icXfalgk&r=XwP-ss9gipoauGHmh1SeA6wPWVILyGvzvA_oCO7DY1o&m=mqmnBn876bcDWV5xMAZJyxgh-UBBT0t5FUryx7lhvRc&s=iB_1uiSayHzwetHi9
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3D-5FEoB1gXeyQA&d=DwMFaQ&c=tpTxelpKGw9ZbZ5Dlo0lybSxHDHIiYjksG4icXfalgk&r=XwP-ss9gipoauGHmh1SeA6wPWVILyGvzvA_oCO7DY1o&m=mqmnBn876bcDWV5xMAZJyxgh-UBBT0t5FUryx7lhvRc&s=WFvYIP_szY1QG8q
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Got a Flat Battery?  

Jayson Windolf and daughter Emmie beside the Normag tractor. 

The Normag Zorge was purchased as army-surplus stock by Jayson Windolf’s grandfather, father and two 

uncles after the second world war. The tractor was used on the Windolf property for many years before 

becoming obsolete. Jayson recalls the Normag was not a working tractor in his childhood years and was 

later sold to a collector. More recently, the family were given the opportunity to purchase the tractor 

back in its’ currently restored state and even participated in a vintage tractor rally.  

Jayson demonstrates charging a battery using the batteryless jump starter 

Jayson was the lucky-door prize winner at February’s grower BBQ – winning a batteryless jump starter. 

Jayson has used the charger twice now and said it performed brilliantly with handy features like an 

internal capacitor which can be charged by a ‘donor’ battery. 

 

A safety initiative of the Lockyer Valley Growers Inc.  
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Lockyer Valley Growers Inc  

Major Sponsors 

Minor Sponsors 

  ●  EE Muir & Sons  ●  Fairbank Seeds  

  ●  Nufarm    ●  Opal 

  ●  Pacific Fertiliser ● TriCal 


